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Abstract
Purpose We hypothesized that the COVID-19 pandemicmay havemodified dispensing of colonoscopy preparations, a proxy for
the number of colonoscopies performed. We therefore studied changes in dispensing of colonoscopy preparations during the
pandemic in France.
Methods Using the French national health data system, we identified colonoscopy preparations dispensed from 2018 to 2020.
The expected 2020 dispensations were estimated from 2018 to 2019 dispensations.
Results Dispensing of colonoscopy preparations decreased markedly during the eight weeks of national lockdown: 83,045
colonoscopy preparations were dispensed, i.e., 181,826 (68.6%) fewer than expected. After lockdown, dispensing of colonos-
copy preparations gradually returned to expected numbers. Overall, this represents an estimated decrease of roughly 250,000
colonoscopy preparations during the six-month period following onset of the pandemic. This shortfall in the dispensing of
colonoscopy preparations was of the same order of magnitude in people under or over 50 years of age, in men and women,
and in those in the highest and the lowest quintiles of the deprivation index.
Conclusion In conclusion, roughly 250,000 fewer colonoscopy preparations were dispensed during the first six months of the
COVID-19 pandemic in France. Deleterious consequences on morbidity and mortality related to gastroenterological diseases,
such as colorectal cancer, are to be feared.
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Background and aims

The COVID-19 pandemic emerged in France in February
2020. A national population lockdown restricted human con-
tacts and travel to a strict minimum from March 17, 2020,
until May 11, 2020. After lockdown, human interactions with
protective measures were subsequently resumed. Many pa-
tients experienced difficulties or fear of accessing health care

during and after lockdown [1]. We hypothesized that the
COVID-19 pandemic may have modified dispensing of colo-
noscopy preparations, a proxy for the number of colonosco-
pies performed.We therefore studied changes in dispensing of
colonoscopy preparations during the pandemic in France.

Materials and methods

This study was conducted using the French national health
data system (Système National des Données de Santé,
SNDS), which provides comprehensive healthcare claims data
for 99% of the French population. The number of colonosco-
py preparations dispensed by retail pharmacies was assessed
by two-week periods for the first 37 weeks of 2018, 2019, and
2020. Colonoscopy preparations included polyethylene gly-
col, phosphate, or magnesium preparations. The study focused
on the four weeks preceding lockdown (February 17 to
March 15, 2020), the eight weeks of lockdown (March 16 to
May 10, 2020), and the eighteen weeks following unlocking
(May 11 to September 13, 2020). Expected numbers of users
during these periods were estimated from numbers of users
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recorded during the corresponding weeks in 2018–2019: We
applied a ratio of 1.0155 (number of users in 2020/mean num-
ber of users in 2018–2019) estimated between January 6 and
February 16 to account for the increased number of prescrip-
tions over calendar years. Differences between observed and
expected numbers of colonoscopy preparations were comput-
ed by two-week periods, overall, and by sex, age, and area of
residence deprivation index categorized in quintiles [2].

Results

During the four weeks preceding lockdown, the number of
colonoscopy preparations dispensed was slightly higher than
expected (+ 2.1%) (Fig. 1 and Appendix Table 1). During the
eight weeks of lockdown, dispensing of colonoscopy prepa-
rations decreased markedly by up to 85.6% betweenMarch 30
and April 12 compared to expected numbers. Overall, during
lockdown, 83,045 colonoscopy preparations were actually
dispensed, i.e., 181,826 (68.6%) fewer than expected.
During the four months after lockdown, the number of colo-
noscopy preparations dispensed remained lower than expect-
ed, but gradually returned to expected levels, resulting in
73,761 (13.9%) fewer dispensings than expected. During the
six-month period following onset of the pandemic, 255,587
fewer colonoscopy preparations than expected were dis-
pensed. This shortfall in the dispensing of colonoscopy prep-
arations was of the same order of magnitude in people under
or over 50 years of age, in men and women, and in those in the
highest and the lowest quintiles of the deprivation index.

Discussion

This study highlights a marked decrease of up to 85.6% in the
dispensing of colonoscopy preparations during lockdown in
France, which was not compensated after unlocking, corre-
sponding to an estimated decrease of roughly 250,000 colo-
noscopy preparations during the six-month period following
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. These figures must be
interpreted in the light of the estimated 1,000,000 colonosco-
py preparations performed each year in France under normal
conditions [3].

The effectiveness of colorectal cancer screening has been
well demonstrated [4]. Indeed, the effectiveness of fecal occult
blood test, as part of a two-stage screening strategy, depends
on adequate follow-up colonoscopy. It has been observed that
each month prior to colonoscopy is associated with an in-
creased risk of colorectal cancer in an advanced stage and
mortality [5]. Delayed surveillance colonoscopy for patients
with inflammatory bowel disease could also increase the risk
of high-grade dysplasia and colorectal cancer [6]. The de-
creased number of colonoscopies performed during the
COVID-19 pandemic can therefore be expected to be associ-
ated with an increased colorectal cancer mortality. It can also
be hypothesized that delaying colonoscopy in patients with
inflammatory bowel disease, such as for the prevention of
postoperative recurrence in Crohn's disease, may lead to more
delayed detection of recurrences, making it more difficult to
maintain clinical remission [7].

Limitations of this study include the following: the
use of a proxy, i.e., dispensing of a colonoscopy

Fig. 1 Numbers of colonoscopy preparations dispensed in France by two-week periods in 2018, 2019, and 2020 (observed and expected)
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preparation, to estimate the number of colonoscopies
performed, and the lack of data on hospital dispensing
of colonoscopy preparations, i.e., colonoscopy prepara-
tions performed in hospital (less than 10% of all colo-
noscopy preparations [8]).

In conclusion, roughly 250,000 fewer colonoscopy
preparations were dispensed during the first six months
of the COVID-19 pandemic in France. Deleterious con-
sequences on morbidity and mortality related to gastro-
enterological diseases, such as colorectal cancer, are to
be feared. Ensuring continuity of gastroenterological
care should be a priority in the context of current and
future epidemics.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary
material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s00384-020-03816-3.
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